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ABOUT THESE MATERIALS
This booklet is part of a set of materials on
Implementing Local Business Retention and Expansion
Visitation Programs, which includes the following:

Brochures on BR&E Visitation Program
Three versions of a brochure are included with these materials. One gives a quick overview of the program. A second
brochure is identical to the first, but with an additional
section explaining the roles of Task Force members. A third
brochure is identical to the first brochure, but with a special
section explaining how Volunteer Visitors participate.

Is It for Our Community?
This booklet gives a more detailed overview of the program.

Initiator’s Manual for Starting New BR&E
Visitation Programs
The best people to organize a new BR&E Visitation
Program in a community are already the busiest people in town.
While this program has tremendous benefits, it is also a lot of
work. To overcome this dilemma, this study guide suggests
efficient ways to use these materials to evaluate whether or not
the program is right for a community, and if so, how to
organize it effectively and efficiently.

BR&E Visitation Video
This three part video includes a case study of a successful BR&E
Visitation Program, a segment which demonstrates how to visit
firms, and a segment on follow-up.

Using the Video to Introduce the
Program and Train Volunteers
This booklet provides tips on ways to use the video segments
effectively.

Local Leadership Team Manual
This booklet provides details for the local citizens who
organize a community’s BR&E Visitation Program.

ARE WE SPEAKING THE
SAME LANGUAGE?
As you read these booklets, you will run into three terms
frequently open to different interpretations. To avoid
confusion, we encourage you to use the following definitions
for these terms:
Community Economic Development is a sustained
community effort to improve both the local economy and the
quality of life by building the area’s capacity to adapt to
global economic changes.
BR&E includes all community economic development
efforts aimed at helping local businesses survive and grow
within the community.
The BR&E Visitation Program is an action-oriented
process for learning about the concerns of local businesses
and setting priorities for BR&E projects to address these
needs. These booklets focus on a BR&E Visitation approach
that has been field tested in many states and subjected to two
major evaluation research projects.

These booklets focus on the BR&E Visitation
program. The BR&E Visitation program helps
communities with their overall BR&E efforts -a critical part of community economic
development. A glossary of additional terms
is found in Appendix A of the booklet Is It For
Our Community?
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INTRODUCTION
While BR&E Visitation Programs offer tremendous benefits
to communities, they also are a lot of work. As earlier
programs have discovered, there are many opportunities for
delays, pitfalls, and embarrassment. Yet, over the past
decade, community leaders and researchers have accumulated a lot of experience and evidence on ways to reduce the
risks of failure and embarrassment and ways to improve the
odds of success.1
A dedicated community group can develop a successful
BR&E Visitation program without learning from the
experiences of other communities, but doing the program on
their own generally takes much longer and often results in
painful public embarrassments.
This booklet is a study guide to help small groups wishing
to start a new BR&E Visitation program. After a group of
three or four local people complete this self-study course,
they will be able to:
1) Decide if the BR&E Visitation program fits their
community’s needs.
2) Determine if their community can do this program
successfully.
3) Assemble a local team to coordinate this program.
4) Explain the program to other local leaders.
5) Recruit local citizens to participate.
6) Select the firms to be visited.
7) Organize the Volunteer Visitor training program.
8) Facilitate media coverage.
9) Organize follow-up efforts.

Self-Study or BR&E Consultants?
As with any textbook or study guide, this booklet can be
used with or without the assistance of someone already
familiar with the program.
Just like learning to swim, there are different philosophies
on the best way to learn about BR&E Visitation Programs.
Some suggest the quickest way for a person to learn to swim
is for someone to take them to the middle of the lake, toss
them in, and let them make it back to shore. Others feel a
little coaching might improve the percentage that actually
survive the learning experience.
“Luck” happens when preparation meets opportunity. To
increase your teams luck with this program, you will need to
prepare well. Most teams hire coaches to help with this

preparation. In states which have state level BR&E Programs, we encourage community leaders to use Certified
BR&E Consultants to coach them on the program. Their
role is outlined in the next section of this booklet.

ASSISTANCE FROM A CERTIFIED
BR&E CONSULTANT
This section outlines the role of BR&E Consultants,
describes the functions that they play in different trips to the
community, and the certification that they receive from
Business Retention and Expansion International. For areas
that do not now have consultants, there is information on
how development professionals from your area can become
one.

Role of BR&E Consultants
BR&E Consultants coach local leaders and citizens who
work on this program. The Consultants facilitate the
learning process for the local team. Initially, (often before a
group has actually decided whether or not they want to do
the program) the Consultants will provide the names and
phone numbers of citizens in other areas that have been
through the program. This allows a group to visit with their
peers in other locales to evaluate whether or not the program
really fits their community. If the group decides to proceed,
the Consultant can help the local team explore the various
roles that local citizens must play and the other aspects of
the program.
While the booklets in this series cover all of these topics, it
is impossible to cover every circumstance and to list
contacts in neighboring communities which might have
valuable experience for a community. The BR&E Consultants can provide this additional detail. To give some picture
of how the Consultants assist communities, we now outline
the trips they take to communities.

Trips to Community by
Certified Consultants
Generally BR&E Consultants take between eight and twelve
trips to your community over the two years that it takes to
implement a BR&E Visitation program. Naturally, this
varies by state, so be sure to ask how it works in your state.
Here are the typical trips and the type of assistance provided
to a community. Details on each of the first four trips
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follow later in this booklet. Details on trips five through
eight are covered in the other booklets in this series. If your
BR&E Consultant lives far away from your area, many of
these meetings can be done by speakerphone.
Trip 1: Meeting with Leadership Team
This introductory meeting is often held with a small group
of four to six persons to introduce the program. While some
states ask the local group to do this one on their own, the
Consultants will assist in providing the names of citizens in
other communities that have done the program. This makes
it easier for the team to check out the program.
Trip 2: Meeting with Leadership Team
This session explores the roles of local citizens and ways to
recruit them.
Trip 3: Meeting with Leadership Team
At this session, the Leadership Team completes its plan of
work in preparation for the Volunteer Visitor training.
Trip 4: Task Force Meeting and Practice Visits
The Consultant goes on two practice visits with the Leadership Team and then meets with the Task Force to explain the
program. Generally, the Consultant provides the basic
survey, with the community able to add three or four local
questions.
Trip 5: Volunteer Visitor Training
The Consultant provides the primary leadership for this
session to train the volunteers. However, he/she will want
to have two or more members of the Leadership Team to
lead parts of the training.
Trip 6: “Red Flag” Meetings
The Consultant goes to at least one of the two or three
meetings held to deal with the “red flag” issues (those with
immediate urgent concerns). At this meeting the Consultant
will coach the group on the process for dealing with red flag
issues. The role of the Consultant is to explain the process
and answer questions. The Task Force members make all of
the decisions on what to do about local red flags.
Trip 7: Task Force Retreat
Together with the researcher who has analyzed the data
from the firm visits, the Consultant and the Leadership
Team lead this meeting. Again, the Task Force makes all of
the decisions on priority projects.

Trips 9 to 12: Quarterly Meetings of Task Force
After the completion of the planning phase of the BR&E
Visitation Program, the Task Force should plan to meet at
least quarterly over the next year. Groups that no longer
meet once the plan is developed seldom implement their
plans. The Consultants attend these meetings, although
their role is much more open ended. Often they can provide
contacts to state and regional development professionals that
can help the local implementation teams.

Business Retention and Expansion
International Certification
Business Retention and Expansion International (BREI) is a
nonprofit, professional association of economic development professionals who are working for the advancement of
business retention and expansion. BREI includes members
from state development agencies, universities, extension
service faculty, utilities, and private consultants. Any
individual interested in BR&E is welcome to join.
BREI offers a certification program for consultants working
on BR&E Visitation Programs.2 The BREI certification
prepares consultants to use the same approach as outlined in
this series of booklets. The certification program was
developed based on the experiences of over 75 local BR&E
Visitation Programs and the results of two major research
projects.3 Currently, there are sixty consultants in twentyeight states.
In many states there is no fee for assistance from the
consultants. Some states do charge a fee to cover the
research portion of the program. Generally, however, the
consultants will help a community in the early stages at no
charge. This varies, however, from state to state.
If you do not know how to contact one of these consultants,
you can get a complete list by connecting with the Business
Retention and Expansion International web site at:
(http://www.brei.org).
If your state or area does not have any certified BR&E
Consultants, you or others can become one by completing
BREI’s Certification Course. For information on this,
contact BREI.

Trip 8: Community Commencement Meeting
The Consultant shows the Leadership Team formats that
other communities have used and plays a minor role in the
presentations.
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LEADERSHIP TEAM ORIENTATION

Suggested Agenda (about two hours):

The five basic steps of the Leadership Team orientation are:

Introductions ............................................................. 10 min.
Sibley County Example (video segment #1) ............ 15 min.
Discuss and prepare questions .................................. 10 min.
Speakerphone call to experienced BR&E leader ...... 20 min.
Local Discussion ...................................................... 30 min.
Identify persons for Leadership Team ...................... 20 min.
Set next meeting (if proceeding) ................................ 5 min.

Meeting 1: Is it for Our Community?
Meeting 2: Volunteer Roles in BR&E Visitation Programs
Meeting 3: Plan of Work
Meeting 4a: Practice visits to Two Firms
Meeting 4b: Task Force Orientation

Meeting 1: Is It for Our Community?
Participants:
1) Four to forty local citizens interested in learning
about the program.
2) BR&E Consultant: as a resource person.
Purpose:
By the end of the meeting the participants will be able to:
1) Decide if they wish to do the program, or identify
additional questions that need exploration.
2) Identify persons who might serve on the Leadership
Team.
Distribute in Advance:
BR&E Visitation Brochures (either brochures included
in this notebook or similar brochures designed by state
BR&E Visitation program).
Handouts at Meeting:
1) ”Self-Assessment Guide” in Appendix A of the
booklet Using the Video to Introduce the Program
and Train Volunteers (used only if there has
been a prior BR&E visitation program in area).
2) Discussion Questions for Meeting #1: Is This
BR&E Visitation Program for our Community?
(in Appendix A of this booklet)

Handouts for next meeting:
1) Booklet - Is It for Our Community?
2) Discussion Questions for Meeting #2:
Objectives and Roles of Leaders (in Appendix A)
Details on the meeting:
See the booklet - Using the Video to Introduce the Program
and Train Volunteers
Participants in Meeting 1:
Some local initiators prefer to keep the attendance at this
first meeting small until a group of four to six local leaders
has a chance to carefully study the program and be prepared
to answer questions on how it might work when the larger
group meets. In other cases, the local initiators prefer to
have the larger group attend this meeting and give their
blessing to exploring the program further. There are pros
and cons to both approaches. Those using the first will be
able to answer more questions about how this differs from
past attempts at BR&E and what the benefits and costs
would be. Those using the second will know if the group is
behind them from the start.

Meeting 2: Volunteer Roles in
BR&E Visitation Programs
Participants:
1) Four to six local citizens willing to provide
leadership to program
2) BR&E Consultant - as a resource person
Purpose:
By the end of the meeting the participants will:
1) Be able to describe the role of Volunteer Visitors and
Task Force members.
2) Understand the quarterback analogy for coordinators.
3) Be able to describe the major responsibilities of each
of the coordinators.
4) Have decided who will serve as coordinators.
5) Have selected some of the Task Force members.
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Distribute in Advance:
1) Booklet - Is It for Our Community?
2) Discussion Questions for Meeting #2: Objectives
and Local Leaders (Appendix A of this booklet)

Meeting 3: Plan of Work
Participants:
1) Leadership Team (four to six persons)
2) BR&E Consultant - as a resource person

Suggested Agenda (about two hours)
Program Benefits ....................................................... 20 min.
Discussion of question 1*
Role of Volunteer Visitors and Task Force ................ 10 min.
Discussion of question 2*
Leadership Team Roles ............................................. 60 min.
Discussion of Roles
Discussion of questions 3 to 5*
Selection of Task Force Members ............................. 30 min.
Discussion of question 6*
*Discussion Questions for Meeting #2 - Appendix A
Handouts for Next Meeting:
1) Booklet Local Leadership Team Manual
2) Booklet Visitation Coordinator Manual
3) Discussion Questions for Meeting #3: Plan of Work
(in Appendix A of this notebook)

Distribute in Advance:
1) Booklet - Local Leadership Team Manual
2) Booklet - Visitation Coordinator Manual
3) Discussion Questions for Meeting # 3: Plan of Work
(in Appendix A of this notebook).
Suggested Agenda (about two hours):
Finalize Task Force membership ............................... 30 min.
Discuss question 1*
Finalize the Plan of Work .......................................... 40 min.
Discuss questions 2 - 4*, complete Appendix C
Develop recommendations on firms .......................... 20 min.
Discuss questions 5 & 6*
Prepare agenda for Task Force meeting .................... 30 min.
Discuss questions 7 - 9*

Discussion of the agenda:
While there is no right or wrong answer to question 1, it is
useful for the group to discuss which of the objectives are
most important in their community.
The key point on the roles of Volunteer Visitors versus Task
Force members is that the Volunteer Visitors only visit
firms, while the Task Force members visit firms and also fill
additional roles.
The BR&E Consultant will outline the details on the roles of
the different coordinators. Alternatively, each person can
read the sections in the Leadership Team Manual and the
Visitation Coordinator Manual.
Finally, the Leadership Team needs time to start selecting
the Task Force. Each member of the Leadership Team
should agree to make a few personal contacts prior to the
next meeting.

Purpose:
By the end of the meeting the participants will have:
1) Finalized the Task Force membership.
2) Finalized the Plan of Work (Appendix C).
3) Developed recommendations on type and number of
firms.
4) Prepared an agenda for a Task Force meeting.

*Discussion Questions for Meeting #3 - Appendix A
Discussion of the agenda:
There probably isn’t a more important task that the Leadership Team does than select the Task Force. If you pick a
strong Task Force that represents a broad cross section of
the community and that is willing to work hard, the program
will be successful. If you review the Leadership Team
Manual and the Visitation Coordinators Manual, it will be
relatively easy for you to finalize the plan of work. At this
meeting it is a question of coordinating schedules and dates
and each coordinator asking for assistance from the rest of
the team as appropriate.
A Task Force meeting is essential before training the
volunteers. The Task Force needs to understand the
program and agree to do it as a group (even if each person
has individually agreed to do it). They also need to decide
on the number of firms and how to recruit Volunteer
Visitors. See the next section for an agenda. You can check
page 12 of the Leadership Team Manual for ideas on how to
get good attendance.
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Meeting 4a: Practice Visits to Two Firms
Participants:
1) Leadership Team
Purpose:
By the end of the practice visits, the Leadership Team will
have:
1) Visited one or two firms
2) Completed Appendix E: Report on Practice Visits
(in Local Leadership Team Manual)
Distribute in Advance:
1) Current survey from state sponsor
2) Appendix E: Report on Practice Visits
(in Local Leadership Team Manual)
If you are a member of the Local Leadership Team guiding
a community through this program, you don’t want to be
embarrassed at a volunteer training session. So don’t skip
this step. Occasionally, local leaders will insist that visitors
should memorize the survey and not take it into the firm for
the interview. This should be discouraged. If you have
done the practice visits, you can report on how well the
firms you visited received you. You also can avoid attempts
to make major revisions in the survey. And finally, you can
discover any rough spots in the survey prior to having fifty
to one hundred copies printed. See Local Leadership Team
Manual for details on doing these practice visits.
Often meetings 4a and 4b are done on the same trip to the
community.

Meeting 4b: Task Force Orientation
Participants:
1) Leadership Team and Task Force members
2) BR&E Consultant - as a resource person
Purpose:
By the end of the meeting, the Task Force members will be
able to:
1) Explain the goal of the program and how it works.
2) Determine the number and type of firms to be
visited.
3) Suggest several additional local questions for
survey.
4) Recruit another person as a firm visitor.
5) Select a date for the Volunteer Visitor training.

Distribute in Advance:
1) BR&E Task Force Brochure. This goes with a letter
announcing the date, time, location, agenda, and
list of those invited to the meeting. All those
invited are personally contacted prior to mailing
the letter.
Suggested Agenda (two hours):
First Hour: Introduce the Program
Opening Remarks (coordinator) ................................ 10 min.
Review purpose of meeting
and BR&E (coordinator) ......................................... 5 min.
Show video- Sibley County Example ........................ 15 min.
(video segment #1)
Explain role and expectations of the Task Force ......... 5 min.
Small groups develop questions ................................ 10 min.
Resource person (often on speaker phone) ................ 15 min.
Second Hour: Task Force Decisions
Determine number and type of firms to visit............. 30 min.
Discuss addition of two or three local questions ....... 20 min.
Ask Task Force members to recruit volunteers ........... 5 min.
Select dates for training ............................................... 5 min.

Discussion of Agenda:
Details on Part I are given in the booklet Using the Video to
Introduce the Program and Train Volunteers.
Generally the Leadership Team will recommend the type
and number of firms to be visited. For example, is this
program aimed at manufacturing, tourism, or agriculture?
Likewise, the Leadership Team will recommend the number
of firms to visit. Typically this is between thirty and one
hundred. The Visitation Coordinator Manual has more
detail on this item.
Most state programs encourage local groups to develop two
to four local questions on pressing local issues (e.g. Should
our town merge with another? Should we endorse the metro
phone system? Should we endorse the building of a
YWCA? Should the Chamber continue activity X?) At
this stage, the exact wording for these is not important, but it
is important to develop a consensus on the top issues. Use
Appendix B: Task Force Meeting Minutes as a worksheet
for keeping track of who attended and what decisions were
made.
To maximize attendance at the training, let the Task Force
pick the best date.
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Hint 4: Share BR&E Research Report and
Summary

HINTS ON INTRODUCING BR&E
VISITATION PROGRAMS
Communities that have never heard of this approach to
doing a BR&E Visitation Program can’t evaluate whether or
not it fits their needs. Communities that used a different
approach and had disappointing results are less likely to
want to do this one - at least until they understand the
differences in the two programs.
The following tips are aimed at helping community leaders
really understand the program well. Many communities
adopt this approach once they understand it. However, the
program does not fit all communities at all times. Thus,
groups who are thoroughly introduced to it can decide for
themselves whether or not it fits and whether or not they are
ready to go with the program.

One of the most visible aspects of the program is the report.
Share a copy of a report from an earlier program. Try to get
reports that list the names and positions of the local participants in the prior programs. Local leaders will often know
some of those people and will contact them to see whether
they would recommend the program.

Hint 5: Give Examples of Program
Benefits
To get good examples of program benefits, read Is It for Our
Community? and ask your BR&E Consultant for examples
or for the names of people in other communities that you
can call.

Hint 6: Contact Citizens in Other
Communities

Hint 1: Be sure you understand the
program
Before local initiators try to introduce the program to a
larger group, they must be able to answer many questions on
it. Once an individual has completed this orientation
program, she/he will understand it very well.

Hint 2: Use the “Self Assessment Guide”
Often you will hear, “We have already done BR&E.”
Maybe this is true; maybe it isn’t. If the community has
recently done BR&E visits in the same fashion as described
in these booklets, then probably they should not do it again.
To evaluate how earlier efforts compare to this, complete the
“Self-Assessment Guide” found in Appendix A of the
booklet Using the Video to Introduce the Program and Train
Volunteers.

While a personal visit to another community by a group is
best, these contacts can be made in many ways. Some
groups do it by speaker phone. (See the booklet on Using
the Video to Introduce the Program and Train Volunteers for
tips on this.) Others split up a list of names and do individual phone contacts. Regardless of the method, talking to
citizens in other communities that have done the program is
the best means of understanding both the benefits and the
costs of the program. Ask your BR&E Consultant for
names and phone numbers.

Hint 3: Use the Video on Sibley County
The video can say a lot of things you can’t. Check the
booklet Using the Video to Introduce the Program and Train
Volunteers for hints on how to use it effectively. If your
state or a neighboring state has a video on a BR&E Visitation Program with similar features, use it.
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IS OUR COMMUNITY READY TO DO
THE BR&E VISITATION PROGRAM?

11. A clear understanding of the guidelines for the program,
including the role and costs, if any, of the State Sponsor
or BR&E Certified Consultant?

BR&E Visitation Programs require a lot of work. Naturally,
you want to avoid the embarrassment of starting a program
when a community is not prepared to successfully complete
it. If your state has no formal application process, you can
use the following questions to see if you are ready. If you
cannot answer all of these affirmatively, you need to do
some more preparation.

12. A plan to get the data analyzed and the report written?
(In most states this is done by the State Sponsor, and
there may be a cost.)
13. A detailed work plan which lists the task to be done, the
person handling it, and the target date? (Some dates
can only be estimates beyond the Volunteer Visitor
training.)

Does our program have:
1.

A Visitation Coordinator who has completed the
orientation?

2.

A Business Resources Coordinator who has completed
the orientation?

3.

A Milestone Meeting Coordinator who has completed
the orientation?

4.

A Media Coordinator who has completed the
orientation?

5.

An Overall Coordinator who has completed the
orientation?

6.

A Task Force of twenty to forty local citizens who have
been individually contacted?

7.

A Task Force with the following groups represented:

If the answer to any of these is “NO,” your program isn’t
quite ready for publicly announcing that you are ready for
training volunteers for the firm visits.

Business leaders?
Development professionals?
Local government officials?
Educational professionals?
Other community leaders?
8.

A Task Force that met as a group for orientation and
decided to proceed with the program?

9.

Written pledges from the Task Force members who
agree to participate for at least two years?

10. Written endorsements from other local groups within
the community to support the BR&E Visitation
process?
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APPENDIX A: DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Discussion Questions for Meeting #1:
Is This BR&E Visitation Program for Our Community?
After completing the Self-assessment Guide (found in Using the Video to Introduce the Program and Train Volunteers)
answer the following question.
1) Outline how your earlier BR&E Visitation program might differ from this approach.

After viewing video segment #1 (Sibley County Story), complete the following discussion questions:
2) The first segment of the video lists four objectives for local BR&E Visitation programs. Which two of the four local
objectives for BR&E Visitation programs do you feel are likely to be most important in our community? Why?

3) What questions do you have about how the program works? (List all you can think of and discuss as a group before you
call the person who has already done the program.)

4) Interview a person from another community who has completed this type of BR&E Visitation program. (A speakerphone
may be the most economical way to do this.) Ask him/her the following questions:
(a) List the name and address of the person being interviewed so that you have complete follow-up information:
Name_______________________________________ Phone (____) ______________
Address ________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________State _________ Zip ______________
Employer ______________________________________________________________
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(b) Could you tell us a little bit about your program?

(c) We have several questions among ourselves about the program and how it works. We’ll just go around the group and ask
these, if that’s okay. (Now use the questions you developed after watching the video.)

(d) What do you see as two or three primary benefits of the BR&E Visitation Program in your community (or communities
you have worked with)?

(e) Given the benefits to yourself and your community, as well as the costs of doing the program, would you recommend that
a person like myself invest in the orientation program?
YES, DEFINITELY
YES, PROBABLY
MAYBE
NO, PROBABLY NOT
NO, DEFINITELY NOT
(f) Why did you respond as you did in question (4e)?

5) Why is it important to have community leaders actively involved in the BR&E Visitation program?

6) What groups are typically included in the Task Force? What are the advantages of having these different groups?

7) Thanks for helping us out. Can we contact you again if we have additional questions?
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Discussion Questions for Meeting #2:
Objectives and Local Leaders

1) What do you see as the most important benefit of the program?

2) What do you see as the primary difference in the roles someone on the Task Force would play versus someone who is a
volunteer visitor? (See pages 9-11 of the booklet Is It for Our Community?)

3) In which of the coordinator positions would you be willing to serve?

4) Whom would you suggest for the other coordinator positions?

5) What support could you provide to each of the other coordinators?

6) Whom should we recruit to be on the Task Force?
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Discussion Questions for Meeting #3:
Plan of Work
1) Whom should we invite to be on the Task Force from each of the following groups?
Business Leaders
Development Professionals
Local Government
Educational Institutions
Other Community Leaders

2) Which member of the Leadership Team will do each of the tasks shown in the Plan of Work? (Fill out the Plan of Work
sheet in Appendix C.)

3) What tasks will you assist other coordinators to complete? (Remember, each coordinator is only the quarterback of their
primary area not the whole team.)

4) Are there other tasks that need to be done which are not shown on the Plan of Work in Appendix C? If so, what are they,
who should do them, and when should they be done?

5) How many firms should we recommend be visited? (Remember that you need half as many volunteers as firms to be
visited assuming each team visits four firms; two-thirds as many if each team visits three firms and an equal number if each
team visits two firms)

6) What types of firms should we recommend be visited? (Manufacturing, tourism, mixed sectors, dairy, swine, etc)?

7) What do you think of the suggested agenda for the first Task Force meeting? Any changes needed?

8) What date, time, and place should we hold the first Task Force meeting?

9) What can we do to ensure a good turnout?
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APPENDIX B: TASK FORCE MEETING MINUTES
1) What was the agenda? (Attach , if desired)

2) Who attended? (Attach list with names, addresses, phones, employment, and public offices held)

3) What decisions were made?
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APPENDIX C: PLAN OF WORK
Communities in program _________________________________________________
BR&E Consultant: _______________________________________ Phone: _________________

Leadership Team Members:
Overall Coordinator: ______________________________________ Phone: _________________
Media Coordinator: ______________________________________ Phone: _________________
Visitation Coordinator: ____________________________________ Phone: _________________
Business Resources Coordinator: ____________________________ Phone: _________________
Milestone Coordinator: ____________________________________ Phone: _________________

Task Force Members:
Business Persons:

Development Professionals:

Local Government Officials:

Educational Professionals:

Other Community Leaders

Addresses: Attach complete addresses, with phone numbers for each person.
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Preparations for the Volunteer Visitor Training
If these preparations are done, the visitation completion rate will be very high, often above eighty-five percent. While the
visitation coordinator oversees this aspect of the program, all Leadership Team members and some Task Force members will
need to help to get the tasks done on time.
Before the Firm Visits Are Done:
The Visitation Coordinator coordinates this stage of the program but will need the help of all of the other members of the
Leadership Team.

Target Date/Person Responsible
Practice Visits
Select date

________________________________________________________

Select two firms to visit

________________________________________________________

Send firms copy of letter and survey

________________________________________________________

Handle immediate follow-up from visits

________________________________________________________

Make copies of surveys from practice visits
and mail to the BR&E research office

________________________________________________________

Find local economic development studies

________________________________________________________

Task Force Organizational Meeting
Arrange room with speaker phone

________________________________________________________

Who will personally contact whom?

________________________________________________________

Mail out notices to Task Force

________________________________________________________

Telephone tree reminder on meeting day

________________________________________________________

Preparation for Visitation Volunteer Training
Secure written endorsement from sponsoring group

________________________________________________________

Secure written endorsements from other local groups ________________________________________________________
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Prepare mailing labels needed for program
a. Firms to be visited

________________________________________________________

b. Volunteer Visitors

________________________________________________________

c. Task Force members

________________________________________________________

Mail notice of volunteer training

________________________________________________________

Organize telephone tree for contacting volunteers
on day of training

________________________________________________________

Mail letter and survey to firms

________________________________________________________

Arrange meeting room for training
(with phone jack and tables)

________________________________________________________

Get speaker phone, VCR, TV, overhead projector

________________________________________________________

Write a news release on BR&E Visitation

________________________________________________________

Select date of first Task Force meeting
after firm visits are started

________________________________________________________

Preparations for Media Coverage
The Media Coordinator either writes news
releases for the local media or encourages
media staff to cover the program at the
following stages:
Applying for the program

________________________________________________________

Being accepted in the program

________________________________________________________

Training the volunteers

________________________________________________________

Visiting local businesses

________________________________________________________

Following up on industry’s concerns

________________________________________________________

Special interest stories on unique products
or services of local firms

________________________________________________________

Community Commencement Meeting

________________________________________________________

Implementation of specific recommendations

________________________________________________________
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Preparations for Immediate Concerns or “Red flag” Review
The Business Resources Coordinator organizes
this aspect of the program. However, she or
he often will call on other Leadership Team
members or Task Force members for assistance.
Contact the state and/or federal agencies
on assistance available

________________________________________________________

Prepare 1 to 2 page summary on programs
to firms after firm visits

________________________________________________________

Organize 2 or 3 Task Force meetings
for red flag review, starting two
weeks after firm visits are started

________________________________________________________

Coordinate red flag follow-up by Task Force

________________________________________________________

Preparations for Task Force Retreat
The Leadership Team organizes this retreat
under the coordination of the Milestone Meeting
Coordinator. This is about six to
eight weeks after completing the surveys.
Make physical arrangements for retreat

________________________________________________________

Send out written invitations for retreat

________________________________________________________

Organize telephone network for retreat

________________________________________________________

Preparations for Community
Commencement Meeting
The Milestone Meeting Coordinator also
organizes Leadership Team efforts on this
meeting, which is held about four weeks after
the Retreat.
Make physical arrangements for retreat

________________________________________________________

Send out written invitations for retreat

________________________________________________________

Organize telephone network for retreat

________________________________________________________

Implementation of Priority Projects:
Date of First Task Force Meeting After
Community Commencement Meeting

________________________________________________________
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RESEARCH CITED AND END NOTES
1

While there has been extensive formal research on the BR&E Visitation Program, many of the improvements in the
program, while consistent with strategic planning and community development theory, were actually suggested by local
leaders that were doing the program.
2

The certification course was used to develop this series of booklets.

3

Various findings from these two research projects can be found in the following publications:
Allanach, Christopher, 1995, “The Market for and Impacts of Business Retention and Expansion Visitation Programs.”
Master’s Thesis, Department of Applied Economics, University of Minnesota.
Loveridge, Scott and Thomas R. Smith, 1992, “Factors Related to Success in Business Retention and Expansion
Programs,” Journal of Community Development Society, Vol.23, No. 2, pp. 73-74.
Loveridge, Scott, and Thomas R. Smith, 1992, “Fostering Partnerships Between Local Governments and Rural
Businesses,” Public Productivity and Management Review, Vol. 25, No. 3, pp. 329-340.
Loveridge, Scott, Thomas R. Smith, and George W. Morse, 1995, “Volunteer Visitor Business Retention and Expansion
Programs,” in D.W. Sears and J.N. Reid (eds.), Rural Development Strategies. Chicago: Nelson-Hall Publishers.
Loveridge, Scott, Thomas R. Smith, and George W. Morse, 1991, “What Does it Take to Run a Local Business
Retention and Expansion Program: A Six State Survey,” Economic Development Review, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 12-15.
Morse, George W., and Inhyuck Ha, 1995, “How Successful are BR&E Implementation Efforts? A Four State
Example,” Department of Applied Economics, University of Minnesota, Staff Paper P95-13.
Smith, Thomas R., George W. Morse and Linda M. Lobao, 1992, “Measuring Impacts of Business Retention and
Expansion Visitation Programs,” in Journal of the Community Development Society, Vol. 23. No. 1, pp. 135-139.
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